Evaluating the Undergraduate Course based on a Fuzzy AHP-FIS Model
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Abstract: Course evaluation is a critical part of undergraduate curriculum in computer science. Most existing evaluation methods are based on questionnaire by analyzing the satisfaction rate of the respondents. However, there are many indicators such as attendance rate, activity level and average score that can reflect the overall effectiveness of the course. Limited research has taken all those indicators into account during course evaluation. This research chooses an innovative perspective that considers course evaluation as a multiple criteria decision-making problem. A hybrid model is proposed to measure the course effectiveness regarding various indicators. The indicators are first prioritized by a fuzzy Analytic Hierarchical Process (AHP) model which applies fuzzy numbers to deal with the uncertainty brought by subjective judgement. A hierarchical fuzzy inference system (FIS) is then designed to evaluate the course effectiveness, which reduces the number of the fuzzy IF-THEN rules and increases the efficiency compared to the traditional FIS. A numerical example is presented to demonstrate the application. The proposed model helps not only judge an individual course based on a comprehensive view but also rank multiple courses.

Index Terms: Course evaluation, fuzzy AHP, hierarchical FIS, decision-making, MCDM.

1. Introduction

Higher education is dedicated to prepare students for future jobs, especially those requiring high-tech and broad knowledge. Nowadays, with the growth in digitalization and automation, the graduates from computer science is of great demand [1]. It is essential to design undergraduate curriculum with qualified courses and teaching resources so as to meet the education goal in computer science. This paper aims to help analyse the quality of a course from multiple aspects.

Course evaluation is a critical part of the curriculum design, which analyses the course effect and judges if a course meets its expected settings. The most widely used method for course evaluation is student evaluations of teaching (SET)[2]. It assesses the quality of the instruction and teaching performance as well based on the satisfaction rate of students [3]. However, there are also other indicators that reflect the overall effectiveness of the course. For example, attendance rate and activity level could indicate to what extent the students are interested in the course. Average score or score distribution shows whether the student have mastered what they were taught. In this case, course evaluation turns into a multiple criteria decision-making (MCDM) problem by considering various indicators.

Many decision-making methods for evaluation are available. Dai and Blackhurst [4] apply Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) to measure the performance of suppliers and rank them according to the calculated scores. Faramarzi, et al. [5] suggest a network Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) model to determine the sustainable performance of cycle power plants. Due to the subjective judgement, the decision process needs to deal with uncertainty. Thus, fuzzy set theory is often used. Liao, et al. [6] develop a method based on fuzzy inference system with process capability index for supplier evaluation. Orji and Wei [7] combine triangular fuzzy numbers and Technique for Order of Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS). Singh, et al. [8] propose a method based on fuzzy AHP to compare alternative locations and select the best one out of them for optimisation. Balusa and Goral [9] establish a fuzzy model for mining methods ranking. Though these decision-making methods have been applied in many fields, limited research have adopted them to course evaluation. To fill this gap, this research proposes a hybrid model to measure the course effect,
taking into various indicators into account. These indicators are first prioritised by fuzzy AHP which applies fuzzy numbers to deal with the uncertainty brought by subjective judgement. A hierarchical fuzzy inference system is then suggested to evaluate the course effectiveness, where the indicator weights are considered when constructing the fuzzy IF-THEN rules. This paper contributes to the literature by considering course evaluation problem from a MCDM perspective and proposing a fuzzy AHP-FIS model to solve this problem.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses the related works on course evaluation. Section 3 presents the preliminaries for building the hybrid model, including the principles of fuzzy set and fuzzy inference system (FIS). The model integrating fuzzy AHP and hierarchical FIS is introduced in section 4, followed by an illustrative example in section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Related Works

Course effect is mostly evaluated by SET, a questionnaire-based method. A five-level Likert scale (i.e. strongly disagree, disagree, neither agree nor disagree, agree and strongly agree) is generally used to indicate to what extent the respondents agree with the statement. Antonanzas-Baztan, et al. [10] investigate global satisfaction with the course and satisfaction with particular aspects, such as instructors and organisation, using a questionnaire. Na, et al. [11] assess the laboratory course content for better outcome attainment by analysing the students’ feedback on the open-ended experiments. Emiroglu and Sahin [12] collect and analyse students’ opinions about the lab sessions of computer networks course, which shows whether the students were happy to be involved in practical applications of computer networks subjects. While it is widely applied in institutions of higher education, this SET method has received argument and doubt on whether the result reflects an objective measurement on course effect and teaching quality [2, 13, 14]. Few researchers have considered this evaluation problem as a MCDM problem.

Kaushik [15] applies a conceptual framework to evaluate a first-year engineering course, which helps to identify the essential aspects or concepts in a course but lacks a detailed method for effect evaluation. Ramli, et al. [16] adopt Fuzzy Jaccard Ranking Index to measure teaching performance, which helps to compare and rank different instructors from the perspective of students. Chen, et al. [17] present an approach based on fuzzy AHP and comprehensive evaluation method for teaching performance evaluation. They consider various indicators such as planning and preparation, communication and interaction and professionalism. However, the core technique used for calculating the weights in their approach, i.e. extent analysis method, is problematic because it could produce invalid results [18]. Zhu, et al. [19] compute the teaching performance based on fuzzy data envelopment analysis (DEA) method. They take basic teaching level, high-level education background, high-level professional title and scientific research level of teachers as input, and number of scientific research projects, number of papers published publicly, quality of employment and quality of enrolment as output. The results could help the university strengthen the understanding of subordinate colleges, but the research focuses on college level rather than course level. Fuentes, et al. [20] evaluate the learning-teaching technical efficiency by proposing a three-stage DEA model, which more focus on the identification of key performance indicators.

Among the MCDM methods, AHP proposed by Saaty [21] has been applied extensively in a number of fields [22, 23]. It outperforms by ease of use, structuring problem systematically and calculating criteria weights as well as alternative priorities. Fuzzy AHP, applying fuzzy numbers to AHP, maintains the advantage of AHP and is capable to deal with the uncertainty during the decision process. Many researchers have applied this model for evaluation. For example, Lofiti et al. [24] use fuzzy AHP to analyse the key factors to mobile health adoption. Ebrahimi and Taheri [25] select database management system with fuzzy AHP. Nagpal et al. [26] rank the university websites by adopting a fuzzy AHP based model. The decision process is an inference process. FIS is an efficient tool to build such an expert system[27, 28]. It maps the input (performance data with respect to each indicator) to the output (crisp value representing the overall performance) through a set of IF-THEN rules. To the best of our knowledge, limited research has integrated fuzzy numbers, AHP and FIS for course evaluation.

3. Preliminaries

3.1. Fuzzy set and triangular fuzzy number

Fuzzy set theory proposed by Zadeh [29] is a capable theory for handling imprecision during the decision-making process. A fuzzy set which consists two components, a set of elements $X$ and an associated membership function. Triangular fuzzy numbers (TFNs) is a special class of fuzzy set, which describe the linguistic expressions better than crisp values. For example, ‘strong importance’ is represented by TFN $(4, 5, 6)$ instead of a crisp scale ‘5’ in AHP. In this case, the uncertainty of a judgement could be included by the intervals $[4, 5]$ and $[5, 6]$ with their corresponding membership degrees. The preliminaries of fuzzy set theory for this research are as follows [30, 31].

Definition 1. Given a universal set $X$, a fuzzy set $\tilde{A}$ in $X$ is a set of ordered pairs as equation (1). $x$ represents the element in the universal set and $\mu(x)$ is the associated membership function which assigns to $x$ a value between 0 and 1.
as its membership.

\[ \tilde{A} = \{(x, \mu(x)) | x \in X \} \]  

**Definition 2.** A triangular fuzzy number (TFN), \( \tilde{A} \), can be expressed as a triple \((l, m, h)\) where \( l \) and \( h \) are the least and largest values respectively with the smallest membership and \( m \) is the value with the largest membership. The membership function \( \mu(x) \) of a TFN \( \tilde{A} = (l, m, h) \) is defined as follows.

\[
\mu(x) = \begin{cases} 
(x - l) / (m - l), & l \leq x \leq m \\
(h - x) / (h - m), & m \leq x \leq h 
\end{cases}
\]

**Definition 3.** A trapezoidal fuzzy number (TraFN), \( \tilde{A} \), can be expressed as a quadruple \((l, m_l, m_h, h)\) where \( l \) and \( h \) are the least and largest values respectively with the smallest membership and \( m_l \) and \( m_h \) are the two boundary values with the largest membership. The membership function \( \mu(x) \) of a TraFN is defined as follows.

\[
\mu(x) = \begin{cases} 
(x - l) / (m_l - l), & l \leq x \leq m_l \\
1, & m_l \leq x \leq m_h \\
(x - m_h) / (h - m_h), & m_h \leq x \leq h 
\end{cases}
\]

**Definition 4.** The \( \alpha \)-cut set of a fuzzy set \( A \), denoted as \( \tilde{A}_\alpha \), is a crisp value set containing all the elements with membership degrees greater than or equal to the specified value of \( \alpha \):

\[ \tilde{A}_\alpha = \{x | \mu(x) \geq \alpha \} \]

**Definition 5.** Based on the previous definitions, the \( \alpha \)-cut set of a TFN can be represented as an interval, which helps defuzzify a TFN.

\[ \tilde{A}_\alpha = [l + (m - l)\alpha, h - (h - m)\alpha] \]

**Definition 6.** Let \( \tilde{A}_1 = (l_1, m_1, h_1) \) and \( \tilde{A}_2 = (l_2, m_2, h_2) \) be two TFNs. The algebraic operations on TFNs are as follows:

**Addition:**

\[ \tilde{A}_1 \oplus \tilde{A}_2 = (l_1, m_1, h_1) \oplus (l_2, m_2, h_2) = (l_1 + l_2, m_1 + m_2, h_1 + h_2) \]

**Multiplication:**

\[ \lambda \odot \tilde{A}_1 = \lambda \odot (l_1, m_1, h_1) = (\lambda l_1, \lambda m_1, \lambda h_1) \]

where \( \lambda \) is a constant

**Reciprocal:**

\[ \tilde{A}_1^{-1} = (l_1, m_1, h_1)^{-1} = (1/l_1, 1/m_1, 1/h_1) \]

**Definition 7.** If there are multiple conjunctive antecedents, i.e. IF \( x_1 \) is \( \tilde{A}_1 \) AND \( x_2 \) is \( \tilde{A}_2 \) ... AND \( x_n \) is \( \tilde{A}_n \) THEN \( y \) is \( \tilde{B} \), then the condition part can be evaluated by

\[ \mu_B(x_1, x_2, ..., x_n) = \min \{\mu_{\tilde{A}_1}(x_1), \mu_{\tilde{A}_2}(x_2), ..., \mu_{\tilde{A}_n}(x_n)\} \]

**Definition 8.** In the case of a disjunctive system of rules where the satisfaction of at least one rule is required, the rules are connected by the “or” connectives. The aggregated output is obtained by the fuzzy union of all individual rule contributions, and the membership function is defined as

\[ \mu_B(x_1, x_2, ..., x_n) = \max \{\mu_{\tilde{A}_1}(x_1), \mu_{\tilde{A}_2}(x_2), ..., \mu_{\tilde{A}_n}(x_n)\} \]
\[
\mu_r(y) = \max \{ \mu_{r_1}(y_1), \mu_{r_2}(y_2), \ldots, \mu_{rn}(y_n) \}
\]  
(11)

3.2. Fuzzy inference system (FIS)

There are five components in a FIS as shown in Fig. 1. The figure also presents the inference process from input to output.

- **Fuzzification interface** transforms the crisp inputs into the degrees of match with the linguistic variables. The transformation is according to the predefined fuzzy sets in the Database.
- **Database** defines the membership functions of the fuzzy sets used in the fuzzification and the fuzzy rules. Various function shapes are available such as triangular, trapezoidal and bell.
- **Rule base** contains a number of fuzzy IF–THEN rules. The rules are in the format of ‘IF x is \(\tilde{P} \), THEN y is \(\tilde{Q} \)’, where \(\tilde{P} \) and \(\tilde{Q} \) are fuzzy propositions(sets). This is the core part of the FIS.
- **Decision-making unit** performs the inference operations on the rules. It calculates the output of a fuzzy rule with multiple antecedents and further aggregates multiple rules for a final result.
- **Defuzzification interface** which transforms the fuzzy results of the inference into a crisp output. There are various applicable methods including Centroid method, max membership principle, weighted average and mean of maxima[32].

4. The Proposed Hybrid Model for Course Evaluation

4.1. Research methodology

This research follows a systematic way of conducting research, starting from problem analysis to solution design and validation. How to evaluate course effectiveness is a key question when designing the curriculum in computer science. To solve this problem, this research has reviewed the related literature to explore the available methods. Fuzzy number, AHP and FIS are chosen to build the evaluation model, which consists of two parts, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The first one weights the course indicators and the other one evaluates the course effect.
4.2. Weighting the course indicators by fuzzy AHP

**Step 1:** Establish the fuzzy pairwise comparison matrix. Let \( F = [\tilde{c}_{ij}]_{nn} \) be the matrix for \( n \) evaluation indicators. \( \tilde{c}_{ij} \) is a fuzzy set representing the relative importance of indicator \( i \) over \( j \). Its reciprocal, \( 1 / \tilde{c}_{ij} \), is equal to the relative importance of criterion \( j \) over \( i \). 9 level-scale is applied as listed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Linguistic expression</th>
<th>TFN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extremely more important</td>
<td>(8,9,9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very strongly more important</td>
<td>(6,7,8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly more important</td>
<td>(4,5,6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderately more important</td>
<td>(2,3,4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equally important</td>
<td>(1,1,1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate values</td>
<td>(1,2,3), (3,4,5), (5,6,7), (7,8,9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Step 2:** Synthesise multiple judgements of different decision makers. Let \( \tilde{c}_{ij} = (l_{ij}, m_{ij}, h_{ij}) \) be the relative importance of indicator \( i \) over \( j \) judged by decision maker \( t \) and \( q \) be the number of the decision makers. Equation (12) synthesises the judgements for the overall relative importance of \( i \) over \( j \).

\[
\tilde{c}_{ij} = (l_{ij}, m_{ij}, h_{ij}) = \left( \left( \prod_{j=1}^{q} l_{ij} \right)^{1/q}, \left( \prod_{j=1}^{q} m_{ij} \right)^{1/q}, \left( \prod_{j=1}^{q} h_{ij} \right)^{1/q} \right)
\]

**Step 3:** Calculate the fuzzy weights of each indicator. Geometric mean as equation (13) is applied to derive the fuzzy weight \( \tilde{w}_i \) of indicator \( i \) from the fuzzy pairwise comparison.

\[
\tilde{w}_i = (l_i, m_i, h_i) = \left( \left( \prod_{j=1}^{q} l_{ij} \right)^{1/q}, \left( \prod_{j=1}^{q} m_{ij} \right)^{1/q}, \left( \prod_{j=1}^{q} h_{ij} \right)^{1/q} \right)
\]

**Step 4:** Obtain the crisp weights. The fuzzy weights from previous step is defuzzified to a single value as the crisp weight \( w_i \) of indicator \( i \) by the centroid method.

\[
F(\tilde{w}_i) = (l_i + 2m_i + h_i) / 4
\]

\[
w_i = F(\tilde{w}_i) / \sum_{j=1}^{q} F(\tilde{w}_j)
\]

4.3. Evaluating the course effect by FIS

The number of rules increases significantly when the number of the preconditions goes up. Suppose that there are \( m \) preconditions and the evaluation scale of preconditions is \( p \) level, then the number of rules is \( p^m \). If there are three preconditions and the scale is of 3 levels, there are 27 rules in total. If there are 4 preconditions and other settings remain unchanged, there will be 81 rules. Therefore, this research establishes a hierarchical FIS for course effect evaluation as illustrated in Fig. 3.

---

Fig. 3. The hierarchical FIS model
4.3.1. Membership functions for inputs and outputs

A 4-level linguistic rating variables are applied for both inputs and outputs, i.e. Excellent, Good, Medium and Poor, which are equivalent to the TFNs and TraFNs defined on the unit interval [0, 1]. The four levels are derived from the scale commonly used for rating the performance of students or instructors in university. Table 2 lists the correspondent fuzzy numbers for the rating: [0, 1] is the internal used for normalising the values, which makes the values of different units comparable.

Table 2. Linguistic rating variables and fuzzy number

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Linguistic expression</th>
<th>Fuzzy number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>(0.9, 1, 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>(0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>(0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>(0, 0.5, 0.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.2. Fuzzy rules for the model

The fuzzy IF-THEN rules map the inputs to the outputs. The rules are constructed based on two principles. The first one is on the basis of averaging concept. If the performance against indicator i is good and that against indicator j is poor, then output of the FIS is medium. The second one considers the weights of the indicators of the corresponding inputs. The output is inclined towards the one with more weight. For example, in case that indicator i weights more than indicator j, the output is good, if the performance against indicator i is good and that against indicator j is medium. Table 3 presents the fuzzy rules in this research. \( \omega_f \) stands for the weight of the first input whereas \( \omega_s \) is for the weight of the first input.

Table 3. Fuzzy rules for the model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The first input</th>
<th>The second input</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>Excellent, Good, Medium, Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good, Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Medium, Poor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.3. Inference process

The inference process deduces the aggregated result. The Mamdani’s inference engine is adopted, the procedure of which is as follows. Suppose the \( i \)th rule is

IF \( x_f \) is \( \tilde{A}_i \) AND \( x_s \) is \( \tilde{A}_j \) THEN \( y_i \) is \( \tilde{B}_i \)

In the rule, \( x_f \) and \( x_s \) are the two crisp inputs; \( y_i \) stands for the consequence; \( \tilde{A}_i \), \( \tilde{A}_j \), and \( \tilde{B}_i \) are the predefined fuzzy sets of linguistic expressions for the two inputs and the consequence correspondingly.

**Step 1:** Calculate the rule strength for each rule. The rules strength is

\[
s_i = \mu_{\tilde{A}_i}(x_f, x_s) = \min(\mu_{\tilde{A}_i}(x_f), \mu_{\tilde{A}_j}(x_s))
\]

(15)

Where \( \mu_{\tilde{A}_i}(x_f) \) and \( \mu_{\tilde{A}_j}(x_s) \) are the membership functions of the two fuzzy sets for inputs, i.e. \( \tilde{A}_i \) and \( \tilde{A}_j \).

**Step 2:** Deduce the consequence of the \( i \)th rule as

\[
r_i = \min(x_f, \mu_{\tilde{B}_i}(y_i))
\]

(16)

Where \( \mu_{\tilde{B}_i}(y_i) \) is the membership function of the fuzzy set for consequence \( \tilde{B}_i \).
Step 3: Produce the overall fuzzy output as

\[ R = \max_i (r_i), \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, n \]  

(17)

Where \( n \) is the number of the fuzzy IF-THEN rules.

4.3.4 Defuzzification

Compared with a fuzzy value, a crisp value is more intuitive for the final result. This research applies the Centroid method, also called as centre of area (COA) or centre of gravity (COG), for defuzzification, which is the most prevalent defuzzification method [32]. Equation (19) explains the underlying principle where \( x^* \) is the defuzzified value, \( x \) indicates the element, and \( \mu(x) \) is its associated membership function.

\[ x^* = \frac{\int \mu(x) dx}{\int \mu(x) dx} \]  

(18)

5. Illustrative Case

This section presents an illustrative case to demonstrate the application of proposed model. The case is from the university where the authors work. Computer operating system is a compulsory course for undergraduates in the School of Computer Science and Technology. It provides the theoretical foundation for system software development and is considered as a core professional course in the curriculum. Questionnaire is usually used to collect student satisfaction for analysing the course effect. However, it could not provide an objective and comprehensive profile. The proposed model is applied to evaluate the course instead of the traditional questionnaire-based way. Table 4 lists the indicators used for evaluation.

Table 4. The indicators used in the case

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>Original evaluation scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I1</td>
<td>Clarity</td>
<td>The clarity level on what should be learned</td>
<td>1 to 5 for very unclear, not clear, medium, clear, very clear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I2</td>
<td>Achievement</td>
<td>The achievement level on what has been learned from the lecture regarding the learning goal</td>
<td>1 to 5 for very poor, poor, medium, good, very good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I3</td>
<td>Responsiveness</td>
<td>The level of responsiveness of the instructor to the students</td>
<td>1 to 5 for very insufficient, insufficient, medium, sufficient, very sufficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I4</td>
<td>Attendance</td>
<td>The overall attendance rate</td>
<td>Percentage from 0 to 100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I5</td>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>The level of students participating in the class activities</td>
<td>Unit interval [0, 1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I6</td>
<td>Score</td>
<td>The average score of the students in the final exam</td>
<td>0 to 100 points</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1. The Case Data

Student satisfaction in the studied case was analysed from three aspects, i.e. clarity (I1), achievement (I2) and responsiveness (I3), which were all analysed from the perspective of students. Questionnaire were sent out to the students who were asked to rate the course based on the 5-level Likert scale. Attendance (I4) and score (I6) are objective indicators, the value of which came from the statistics. Activity (I4) is a subjective indicator judged by the instructor. The values against the indicators are calculated as follows.

- Clarity, achievement and responsiveness. The investigation results are shown in Fig. 4. The percentage represent how many students choose the corresponding statement. For example, ‘83.96%’ in Figure 4 (a) means that 83.96% of the students considered the learning goal very clear. The five linguistic expressions correspond to the numbers from 1 to 5 (the higher the better). The value against each indicator is calculated by equation (20). \( p_i \) is the percentage of students and \( s_i \) is the number corresponding to the linguistic expression. The values of Clarity, achievement and responsiveness are 4.79, 4.91 and 4.9 respectively.

\[ V = \sum_{i=1}^{5} p_i \times s_i \]  

(19)
Fig. 4. The investigation result of (a) Clarity, (b) Achievement and (c) Responsiveness

- **Attendance.** The attendance rate of each lecture is the ratio of the number of the students who have attended over the number of the students who should attend. The overall rate is then calculated by taking the average. In the case, it is 99.5%
- **Activity.** It is judged by the lecturer according to the performance of the students during the lecture, for example, whether the students are active to answer the questions. The value is 0.85.
- **Score.** It is calculated by taking the average score of the students in the final exam, i.e. the sum of the score of each individual student divided by the number of the students. The value is 78.58.

All the values are normalised into the unit interval, as listed in the column of ‘normalised value’ in Table 5. Linear normalisation method is applied.

Table 5. The data used in the case

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Original value</th>
<th>Normalised value</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I1</td>
<td>Clarity</td>
<td>4.79</td>
<td>0.958</td>
<td>0.131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I2</td>
<td>Achievement</td>
<td>4.91</td>
<td>0.982</td>
<td>0.285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I3</td>
<td>Responsiveness</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I4</td>
<td>Attendance</td>
<td>99.5%</td>
<td>0.995</td>
<td>0.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I5</td>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I6</td>
<td>Score</td>
<td>78.58</td>
<td>0.7858</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 The Course Effect Measurement

The indicators are firstly weighted by fuzzy AHP, the results of which are shown in the last column of Table 4. The fuzzy weights are calculated by equation (13) and then translated to crisp weights by equation (14). The hierarchical fuzzy inference system is then built with help of the fuzzy tool box in Matlab, as shown in Fig. 5.
The obtained data are passed into the first level FIS engines, the outputs of which are used as the inputs into the engines of the next level. Fig. 6 presents the structure of rules viewer in the model and the output result with Clarity and Achievement in the case. There are 16 rules in total for each FIS engine to produce the output since a four-level scale is applied.

The final result is obtained by integrating the input values of the two combined indicators as shown in Fig. 7, which is 0.85. This value lies in the both the range of ‘Good’ with the membership degree of 1.
The output result increases as the input values increase. Fig. 8 illustrates the two input variables (i.e. ComIndicator 3 and ComIndicator 4) and one output variable (i.e. the final), which all vary from 0 to 1. As the values of the combined indicators go up, the value measured for the course effect also get larger.

Fig. 8. The 3-D surface view of the final output

5.3 Result Discussion

According to the weight analysis, the rank of the six indicators is Score > Achievement > Clarity > Responsiveness > Activity > Attendance. Score is the foremost indicator for course effect. This is reasonable for that it can objectively reflect to what extent the students have mastered what they have been taught. Achievement ranks in the second but the weight is much higher than the rest four. These top 2 indicators are related to the knowledge level the students have obtained. This indicates that knowledge attainment of the students plays a key role in evaluating the course. Activity and Attendance are of the least weights. This corresponds to the reality of the following considerations. On one hand, there are not many activities for students during the class due to the limit of lecture hours of the course of Operating Systems. This situation actually happens to most courses in the school. On the other, though high quality of teaching attracts more students, they could still fully attend hoping to the part of the score of the attendance, even if the course is not so attractive.

The final evaluation result shows the course effect of Operating Systems is good. The value under indicator Score is in both range of ‘Good’ and ‘Medium’ with a higher membership degree in ‘Good’, which is the lowest among the all. The values under Achievement, Clarity and Responsiveness, whose weights are relatively large, are quite high. This adds up the overall result.

Compared with a traditional FIS, the calculation efficiency of the proposed model is greatly improved by reducing the number of the fuzzy rules. In the illustrative case, there are five FIS engines through hierarchy, each of which has 16 rules. Totally 16*5 (i.e. 80) rules are applied. However, there would be 4^5 rules without the hierarchy. Moreover, more conditions in the rule would lead to the difficulty in designing the fuzzy rules in traditional FIS. For example, if the Clarity is Good, Achievement is Medium, Responsiveness is Excellent, Attendance is Good, Activity is Poor, and Score is Medium, it would be difficult to determine the consequence.

6. Conclusions

Course evaluation has attracted much attention when designing the curriculum. Different from most research in course evaluation, this paper considers this problem as a multiple criteria decision-making problem and proposes a hybrid evaluation model for course effect. The first part of the model weights the indicators by fuzzy AHP method. It helps the decision-makers to consider which indicators would play a more important role in the evaluation, especially the pairwise comparison procedure. The other part is the hierarchical FIS to calculate the effect score. The combination of fuzzy AHP and FIS, on one hand, avoid the problem of rank reversal of AHP. On the other, it greatly reduces the number of the rules through the design of hierarchy. In addition, using fuzzy numbers instead of crisp numbers handles the uncertainty of subjective judgement. The application to the case of evaluating the effect of Operating Systems Course validates the proposed model. The model can also be extended to rank multiple courses or instructors by passing their data into the model and comparing their output values.

This research takes a four-level scale to rate the performance against each indicator, which is represented by four fuzzy numbers. Though this choice corresponds to the scale commonly adopted to rate the performance of students or instructors in university, it would be an interesting piece of future work to apply different scales and analyse the results.
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